Abstract: A new steganographic method using reversible texture synthesis is proposed in this paper. A texture synthesis process resamples a smaller texture image which synthesizes a new texture image with a similar local appearance and arbitrary size. Along with reversible texture synthesis process, reserving room method is used to embed additional data, which is the highlight of this paper. Traditional RDH algorithm is used for reserving room method. Data hider can reversibly embed additional data in stegosynthetic texture image. The proposed method can achieve real reversibility, that is, texture image recovery and data extraction cause no error.
Introduction
In the most recent decade numerous advances have been made in the range of computerized media, and much concern has emerged with respect to steganography for computerized media. Steganography is a solitary system for data concealing strategies. It implants messages into a host medium keeping in mind the end goal to cover mystery messages so as not to excite suspicion by a meddler. A normal steganographic application incorporates secretive correspondences between two gatherings whose presence is obscure to a conceivable assailant and whose achievement relies on upon identifying the presence of this correspondence. When all is said in done, the host medium utilized as a part of steganography incorporates significant advanced media, for example, computerized picture, content, sound, video, 3D model, and so forth. Countless steganographic calculations have been researched with the expanding notoriety and utilization of advanced pictures.
Most image steganographic calculations receive a current picture as a spread medium. The cost of installing mystery messages into this spread picture is the picture bending experienced in the stego picture. This prompts two disadvantages. To begin with, since the span of the spread picture is settled, the more mystery messages which are inserted take into account more picture twisting. Hence, a bargain must be came to between the inserting limit and the picture quality which brings about the constrained limit gave in any particular spread picture. Review that picture steganalysis is a methodology used to distinguish mystery messages covered up in the stego image. A stego image contains some twisting, and paying little respect to how minute it is, this will meddle with the regular elements of the spread picture. This prompts the second disadvantage on the grounds that it is still conceivable that a picture steganalytic calculation can crush the picture steganography and in this way uncover a concealed message is being passed on in a stego image.
In this task, a novel methodology for steganography utilizing reversible texture synthesis was proposed. A texture synthesis process re-tests a little composition picture drawn by a craftsman or caught in a photo to blend another surface picture with a comparative neighborhood appearance and discretionary size. We weave the composition blend process into steganography covering secret messages and in addition the source surface [1] . Specifically, rather than utilizing a current spread picture to shroud messages, our calculation hides the source composition picture and implants secret messages through the procedure of surface union. This permits us to separate the mystery messages and the source composition from a stego engineered surface. To the best of our insight, steganography exploiting the reversibility has ever been introduced inside of the writing of surface amalgamation. Our methodology offers three points of interest. To begin with, since the surface combination can incorporate a discretionary size of composition pictures, the inserting limit which our plan offers is corresponding to the measure of the stego composition picture. Besides, a steganalytic calculation is not prone to overcome this steganographic approach following the stego composition picture is made out of a source surface as opposed to by adjusting the current picture substance. Third, the reversible ability acquired from our plan gives usefulness to recoup the source surface. Since the recouped source surface is precisely the same as the first source composition, it can be utilized to continue onto the second round of mystery messages for steganography if necessary. Trial results have confirmed that our proposed calculation can give different quantities of implanting limits, deliver outwardly conceivable composition pictures, and recoup the source surface. Hypothetical separating our steganographic methodology, and the plan can oppose a RS steganalysis assault.
Related Work
Texture synthesis has gotten a great deal of consideration as of late in computer vision and PC graphics. The latest work has concentrated on texture synthesis by sample, in which a source texture image is re-examined utilizing either pixelbased or patch-based algorithms to deliver another synthesized texture image with comparative neighborhood appearance and subjective size. Pixel-based algorithms produce the orchestrated picture pixel by pixel and use spatial neighborhood correlations to pick the most comparable pixel in an example composition as the yield pixel. Since every yield pixel is dictated by the as of now integrated pixels, any wrongly blended pixels amid the procedure impact whatever remains of the result bringing about proliferation of blunders.
Otori and Kuriyama [6] , [7] spearheaded the work of consolidating information coding with pixel-based texture synthesis. Secret messages to be hidden are encoded into hued spotted examples and they are straightforwardly painted on a blank image. A pixel-based algorithm coats whatever is left of the pixels utilizing the pixel-based texture synthesis strategy, in this manner disguising the presence of spotted examples.
Patch-based algorithms [8] , [9] glue patches from a source composition rather than a pixel to synthesise textures. This methodology of Cohen et al. also, Xu et al. enhances the picture nature of pixel-based engineered surfaces in light of the fact that composition structures inside the patches are kept up. Then again, since patches are stuck with a little covered district amid the manufactured procedure, one necessities to try to guarantee that the patches concur with their neighbors.
Liang et al. [10] presented the patch-based sampling methodology and utilized the feathering methodology for the covered ranges of nearby patches. Efros and Freeman [11] present a patch sewing methodology called "image quilting". For each new patch to be blended and sewed, the calculation first inquiries the source composition and picks one applicant fix that fulfills the pre-characterized blunder resistance regarding neighbors along the covered district. Next, a dynamic programming strategy is adopted to uncover the minimum error path way through the covered region. This announces an ideal limit between the picked applicant patch and the blended patch, delivering outwardly conceivable patch sewing.
Ni et al. [12] proposed a image reversible information hiding away algorithm which can recuperate the cover image with no contortion from the stego picture after the concealed information have been extracted. Histogram shifting is a favored system among existing methodologies of reversible picture information hiding on the grounds that it can control the alteration to pixels, along these lines restricting the inserting distortion, and it just requires a little size area guide, subsequently lessening the overhead experienced. The current best in class for reversible image information covering up is the general system displayed by Li et al. [13] .
To the best of our insight, we were not able to uncover any writing that related patch-based composition amalgamation with steganography. In this paper, we show our work which takes favorable position of the patch-based techniques to insert a secret message amid the incorporating methodology. This permits the source texture to be recouped in a message extricating system, giving the usefulness of reversibility. We point of interest our strategy in the following segment.
Existing System
Texture synthesis and message extraction are as proposed in [1] .
. 
Proposed System

Reserving Room for Embedding
Actually, to reserve room for embedding, the first stage can be divided into two steps: image partition and self reversible embedding. At the beginning, image partition step divides original image into two parts A and B ; then, the LSBs A of are reversibly embedded into B with a standard RDH algorithm so that LSBs of A can be used for accommodating messages; at last rearranged image to generate its final version.
Image Partition
For reserving room, the operator here is a standard RDH technique, so the goal of image partition is to construct a smoother area B, on which standard RDH algorithms such as can achieve better performance. To do that, without loss of generality, assume the stego texture C is an 8 bits gray-scale image with its size M×N and pixels Ci,j∈ [0,255],1≤ i ≤M ,1≤ j ≤N. First, the content owner extracts from the original image, along the rows, several overlapping blocks whose number is determined by the size of to-be-embedded messages, denoted by l. In detail, every block consists of m rows, where m=┌l/ N┐, and the number of blocks can be computed through n=M -m+1. An important point here is that each block is overlapped by pervious and/or sub sequential blocks along the rows. For each block, define a function to measure its first-order smoothness.
Higher f relates to blocks which contain relatively more complex textures. The content owner, therefore, selects the particular block with the highest f to be A , and puts it to the front of the image concatenated by the rest part B with fewer textured areas, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Self Reversible Embedding
The goal of self-reversible embedding is to embed the LSBplanes of A into B by employing traditional RDH algorithms. For illustration, we simplify the method in to demonstrate the process of self-embedding. Note that this step does not rely on any specific RDH algorithm. Pixels in the rest of image B are first categorized into two sets: white pixels with its indices i and j satisfying ( ) mod 2 0 ij  and black pixels whose indices meet ( ) mod 2 1 ij  , as shown in 
Where the weight i w , 14 i  ,is determined by the same method as proposed [16 ] . The estimating error is calculated via , ,
i j i j i j e  and then some data can be embedded into the estimating error sequence with histogram shift, which will be described later. After that, we further calculate the estimating errors of black pixels with the help of surrounding white pixels that may have been modified. 
Conclusion
A reversible steganographic algorithm using texture synthesis is employed in this paper. Given an original source texture, this scheme can produce a large stego synthetic texture concealing secret messages. This can exquisitely weave the steganography into a conventional patch-based texture synthesis. The method is novel and provides reversibility to retrieve the original source texture from the stego synthetic textures, making possible a second round of texture synthesis if needed. Visually plausible stego synthetic textures are produced. The presented algorithm is secure and robust against an RS steganalysis attack. The proposed method can take advantage of all traditional RDH techniques for texture images and achieve excellent performance without loss of perfect secrecy. Real reversibility is achieved. 
